Teacher Tip: Positive Values and Facial Expressions
When children display positive values such as patience, generosity, and kindness, notice and
comment on how these traits are facially expressed. For example, “Pablo, look at Jacob’s face.
His face is saying he appreciates how kind and patient you are to wait for him to go to recess.”

Lesson 2: Play Cloud Says
Objective: Children will communicate various feelings through facial expressions and body language.
Character Principle: Be Responsible
Competency: Social Awareness
Vocabulary: “Cloud says …”
Materials: Cloud
1. This game, which gives children a chance to practice different facial expressions and body language,
is played just like Simon Says, but it is called “Cloud Says.”
2. Hold Cloud and make him give prompts, such as, “Cloud says make a happy face. Cloud says make
a happy body. Cloud says make a silly face.”
3. Continue until you give a prompt without the words “Cloud says.” There are no “outs” in this game.
Keep playing as children have fun practicing their attentiveness and nonverbal communication!

Lesson 3: Use a Talking Hand to Request Objects
Objective: Children will use a Talking Hand to request objects that have been grabbed.
Character Principle: Be Resilient
SEL Competency: Self-Management
Vocabulary: Fighting Hand, Talking Hand, grab, unkind
Materials: Cloud with a small toy tucked in pouch
1. Grab the toy from Cloud. Pretend he grabs it back. Ask, “What did I do? What did Cloud do?”
2. Say, “When someone grabs from you, your body naturally wants to grab back. It’s unkind to grab back,
and we call that the Fighting Hand. Watch what I do instead that is kind.” Ask an adult to grab Cloud
from you. Show the Talking Hand gesture: Put your hand out palm up, then use your other hand
to tap your open palm as you patiently wait. Adult places Cloud back in your hand (do it yourself
if another adult is not available).
3. Ask children to imitate your Talking Hand. Say, “Please give it back.” Have everyone put their hand
out, tap palm, and say in unison, “Please give it back.”
4. Say, “Watch and tell me if I use a Fighting Hand or a Talking Hand.” Demonstrate
several times with an adult. Prompt children to say “Fighting Hand” or
“Talking Hand” as appropriate.
5. Pull a name stick. Give Cloud to the child and say, “I will grab Cloud from you.”
Prompt the child to use a Talking Hand. When the child uses a Talking Hand,
others can give a silent cheer—a thumbs-up. Pull more name sticks for
children to have turns practicing the Talking Hand.
See Week 18, Lesson 2 (page 194) to teach the next tool to regulate facial expression—Serious Face.
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